NSF International has been testing and certifying products for over 70 years.

In that time, we have streamlined the process to make it faster and less complicated while maintaining our tradition of providing the highest quality and certification integrity.

Working with our expert technical and operational staff will help you get your product to market faster and safer.

**BENEFITS OF NSF CERTIFICATION**

- **In-house labs:** All testing is done by NSF in our in-house laboratories which allows a higher level of quality control.

- **Dedicated account managers:** NSF account managers provide a single point of contact throughout the certification process responsive to your needs.

- **Use of the NSF mark:** This is an opportunity exclusive to only those companies certified by NSF International.

**THE SEVEN STEPS**

1. **Application:** Your company submits an application.
2. **Submission:** You provide product formulation, toxicology and product use information.
3. **Review:** Our technical team reviews formulations and/or parts lists.
4. **Onsite Audit:** We perform an onsite audit of the production facility and collect/request samples.
5. **Testing:** Our laboratory conducts testing.
6. **Technical Evaluation:** We complete a final technical evaluation.
7. **Certification:** NSF certification is granted (and maintained annually).
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